


At RotoBed® we aim to deliver 
the world’s best care beds. 
RotoBed®Care and RotoBed®Free 
offer users and staff an increased 
quality of life, less pain and a 
better working environment. 

RotoBed® care beds are tested up to 496 lbs/225 
kg, and with the possibility of extra low bed 
height down to 12 in/32 cm they are suitable for 
both overweight as well as tall or small users. 

With a rotating RotoBed®, it takes less than one 
minute and just a push on a single button to go 
from lying to standing up. We call that good 
welfare technology.
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Hans 
Sandgren 
Jakobsen

RotoBed® is designed by award-winning Danish furniture designer 
Hans Sandgren Jakobsen.

Overlooking the sea and sky from his studio at Grenaa Harbor, 
Hans Sandgren Jakobsen works on the basis of Scandinavian 
design.

Innovation, aesthetics and functionality are the three key words 
that Hans Sandgren Jakobsen himself emphasizes most during his 
design process.

This fully agrees with RotoBed® and our desire to provide care 
beds that increase the user’s quality of life and at the same time 
appear like home-made furniture.

Hans Sandgren Jakobsen has received numerous awards and 
prizes for his work, including the Rote Point design award, the 
Formland Prize and most recently the prestigious iF Design Award 
Gold.
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RotoBed®Care with  
semiautomatic rotation

• With a RotoBed®Care, people who have 
difficulty getting in and out of the bed, can 
be rotated to a natural entry and exit 
position.

• After elevating the bed to chair position with 
the remote control, a helper or a relative 
loosens a swivel release by the foot section. 
The bed can now be rotated perpendicularly 
towards the room.

• This facilitates both exit and if necessary 
transition to a wheelchair or stand-aid.

• Getting in and out is possible from either 
side of the bed. 

• Besides the rotating function also height,
backrest and leg support sections are
adjusted with the remote control.

• Simple and comprehensive remote control.

• Several wellness technology surveys have
shown that a RotoBed® enhances the user’s
level of mobility and quality of life, reduces
workloads for staff and saves time / money.



I would not do without it 

Line Søe Plesner, SSA at Lind Plejecenter.

It is a huge help. I no longer have to pull Inger and strain my 
own back, and she no longer has pain. Previously we would 
literally drag her out of bed since she wasn’t even able to help; 
now we just rotate the bed and have her turn towards the 
floor then help her into a stand-up hoist. There are very good 
handles on the bed which she can grab and that way she can 
bend a little forward to help us put the strap around her. 

Previously we would have to lean over and reach around 
Inger while putting on the strap, since there are no handles 
on a regular bed. I would not do without it, and I have so 
many patients who would benefit from a RotoBed®.

We clap our hands every day

Birthe Pedersen, Supervisor in Technology and 
Working Environment at the Olive Garden  
nursing home in Kolding.

When I saw the RotoBed® care bed, my only thought was: Else. 
It was so painful for her to get up and go to bed. She has a 
very sore shoulder, and our pulling her out of bed caused a 
lot of pain. Her legs are so swollen she cannot lift them up 
into bed and a lift was about to be necessary. The RotoBed® 
care bed is just the right height for her to push her bum in the 
seat, and the remote does the rest.

It is quite amazing what the bed has done for both Else and 
us. Else suffers from dementia and was very angry and 
frustrated when she had to be helped up in the morning. But 
it was necessary since she has diabetes and needs to get up 
and eat after getting her insulin. She resisted quite violently, 
and therefore we had to be two or three persons helping her 
get up.

Things are much calmer and smoother now that one helper is 
alone with Else. She sings and smiles as we rotate her up and 
into bed at night. And we sing too.

The municipality got the lift back

Arne Matthiesen, 80 år. 80 years old. Lives with his wife 
Gurli. Hemiplegic after a blood clot in 2007.

It bloody hurt so bad when the girls had to get me out of bed. 
When they tried to turn me around, the pain went straight 
into my hip. Then they put a lift on rails in the ceiling, but the 
straps from the lift squeezed up between my legs – ouch – 
and it was unpleasant and humiliating hanging in the air while 
a caregiver was behind me pulling my bottom to get me into 
the wheelchair. 

Since I have had this rotating bed, I have no more pain and 
the lift has been returned to the municipality. It is a wonder. 
All I need to get out of bed is a person to turn a knob in order 
to release the rotating function. My wife and I don’t sleep in 
the same room anymore, but if I need to get up at night, I’ll 
just call her cell phone and she comes in to turn the knob. No 
helpers needed. That’s fantastic.

RotoBed® 
semi-automatic

CASES
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RotoBed®Free with fully 
automatic rotation

• With a RotoBed®Free, people who have difficulty 
getting in and out of bed, are now able to do so 
with no physical effort.

• Just by a single touch of a remote control the 
bed is elevated to chair position and rotated 
perpendicularly towards the room.

• This facilitates both exit and transition to a 
wheelchair or stand-aid.

• Besides the rotating function also height, 
backrest and leg support sections are adjusted 
with the remote control. 

• The rotating mechanism is both quiet and very 
comfortable for the user. 

• Simple and comprehensive remote control.

• Several wellness technology surveys have 
shown that a RotoBed® enhances the user’s 
level of mobility and quality of life, reduces 
workloads for staff and saves time / money. 
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This bed made me want to get up
Jan Rønhoff, 52 years old. Was diagnosed with ALS, a 
degenerative neurological disease, at age 48.   

I used to be a farmer, and for many years I was very active 
in both running and riding my bike. Now I am barely able 
to stand up for a few seconds without support. Before I 
got the RotoBed®, it had been a growing struggle to get 
up and go to bed; I spent so much effort and was often 
frustrated. Now it’s effortless and so comfortable I can 
almost do it in my sleep. This bed makes me want to get 
out of bed and begin a new day.

The RotoBed® is also neat. A normal hospital bed looks 
as cold as it could. When this one is moved to its regular 
position it looks like an ordinary bed, and this is important 
for me, not least in relation to my 11-year-old daughter 
who sometimes sleeps over in my flat.

Postpones the need for home 
care services

Lisbeth Buhl, Occupational Therapist at the Handicap 
Institute in Aabenraa.

We have tested the RotoBed® bed as part of a project. The aim 
was primarily to discover if the bed could make a patient 
self-reliant to a degree that the need for assistance to get in 
and out of bed could be postponed or omitted altogether. We 
tested the bed with 11 patients who were close to a stage 
where home care services provided by the municipality would 
become necessary, and the results turned out very positive.

The risk of bedsores is reduced thanks to less twisting and 
pulling of the skin both at entry and exit, and in trying to find a 
good body position. The bed prevents falls, and people with 
osteoporosis have less pain and a lower risk of fractures 
thanks to fewer manipulations. 

The patients involved suffer from chronic diseases such as 
Parkinson’s and arthritis. They have a limited amount of 
energy and using it all on getting out of bed would be a 
shame. Most are elderly, and their spouses often lack the 
necessary physical strength to help out. With a fully automatic 
RotoBed® the couple gets a better opportunity to be husband 
and wife instead of disabled patient and helper.  
That way the spouses are also very pleased with the bed. 

The cost evens out quickly
Helle Pedersen, 61 years old. Diagnosed with multiple 
sclerosis in 1999. Has a RotoBed® automatic. 

I have no strength left in my legs and I can no longer get out 
of bed on my own. My husband became hemiplegic after a 
stroke and can use only one hand, which makes it too hard for 
him to help me. If we were to have helpers in our bedroom at 
night, my husband would probably sleep in another room with 
consequences for our marriage.

The municipality first rejected my application for a RotoBed®. 
But I filed a complaint describing our everyday life, and how 
much help I would otherwise need. Then it was approved. The 
local government has a tendency to act as if disabled people 
don’t have a life. My husband and I often go to the cinema or 
the theater and I refuse to go home whenever it fits the 
municipality to put me to bed. I want to stay independent.

For the municipality, the budget is often the most important 
issue and one must say that the cost of a RotoBed® quickly 
evens out when the bed replaces five daily visits from helpers.

To me this bed means everything. I can go to bed whenever I 
like, get up whenever I like, and I avoid having a large number 
of caregivers rushing in an out of the house. To me, this 
means freedom.

RotoBed® 
automatic

CASES
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Intelligent height adjustmentSimple and comprehensive 
remote control

Adjusting height, backrest, legrest sections and 
comfort position of a RotoBed® care 
bed is easy. 

Very user friendly, with only a few easy-
to-read "pictograph" buttons on the 
remote control. The two buttons “Chair 
Position” and “Sleeping Position” control 
the entire bed’s rotation cycle.

It is also possible to store, using the 
remote control, your individual favorite 
settings for exit height, inclination of the 
backrest, as well as oblique or 
perpendicular exit.

Backrest up Backrest down

Bedheight up Bedheight down

PROGRAM UP:
Chair Position

PROGRAM DOWN:
Sleeping Position

Legrest up Legrest down

A RotoBed® care bed offers safety during sleep, mobilization and care. The bed ranges in height from 
12 in/32 cm to 32 in/82 cm. In order to offer each user the optimal exit position, the exit height can 
be adjusted and stored individually.

Safe sleep

The possibility for extra low 
bed height 12 in/32 cm 
above the floor prevents 
falls.

Optimal exit

Depending on the user’s 
height and leg length, the 
bed’s exit position can be 
adjusted individually.

Perfect care height                                                                                                                                

With a maximum bed 
height of 32 in/82 cm, 
caregivers and relatives 
can perform care in a 
comfortable working 
position.
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Welfare technology with care Design your own RotoBed®

In the park just outside our office, RotoBed® employees 
have views of both swans and breeding kingfishers.  

The beautiful animals daily remind us of our 
responsibility to protect the environment and nature. 

RotoBed® strives to use long-lasting materials that are 
sustainable and reusable. Our fabrics from the Danish 
company Kvadrat are also manufactured with a focus 

on sustainability, as up to 78 % of the fabric consists 
of recycled plastic bottles – without compromising on 
the fabric’s features and beautiful finish. 

We produce, store and package our care beds locally 
with less polluting transport as a result. When our 
beds leave the production, it also happens on pallets 
and with packaging that is either recyclable or bio-
degradable.

Black
26

A RotoBed® care bed is a harmoniously designed piece 
of furniture. If you wish to add your personal touch to 
the bed, the outside of the gables can be coated with 
quality fabric in different colours. Similarly, we have 
created a textile cover that emphasizes the design and 
conceals the bed’s cables and technology parts.

The textiles are produced by the Danish company 
Kvadrat, which works together with sustainability and 
has achieved a large number of environmental 
certificates in the EU and globally.

RotoBed® has chosen two fabrics made of 51 % and 
78 % recycled plastic bottles, respectively. Both have 
obtained UL Greenguard certification. The textiles have 
a beautiful finish and are both durable and washable.

Fabric colours

Anthracite
10

Beige
12

Blue
14

Green
16

Grey
18

Yellow
20

Orange
22

Red
24
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Mattresses and pressure ulcers
Decubitus, also known as pressure ulcers, can be very painful and requires prolonged treatment and care. 
Pressure ulcers arise where the skin is close to the bones, for example on the back, hips and heel, and is caused 
by prolonged pressure against the skin and the tissues just below.

A healthy person changes position up to 30 times in one night, but unconscious, paralyzed or weakened people 
are unable to do so and will develop pressure ulcers if prevention is not initiated. 

RotoBed® SafeSleep 
SafeSleep is a four-layer quality mattress custom made for RotoBed®.

Combining comfort and optimal pressure distribution, RotoBed® SafeSleep 
offers prevention and treatment of pressure ulcers in stages 1-3. 

The top layer consists of the newly developed high-elastic comfort-polyether 
Olmosoff. Olmosoff ensures high airflow and thus low heat and moisture 
concentration in the contact surface.

The following three foam layers each have characteristics that increase 
flexibility and airflow, reducing the shear effect. RotoBed® SafeSleep is 
manufactured without CFC and is OEKO-TEX® 100 certified.

ROHO® DRY FLOTATION mattress
Users at high risk of pressure ulcers achieve optimal prevention and healing 
conditions with this 2-layer mattress with proven efficacy in the prevention and 
treatment of pressure ulcers in all four stages.

The mattress is Custom-made for RotoBed® Care and RotoBed® Free with a user weight up to 190 kg.

The air cells in a ROHO® DRY FLOTATION mattress are made from soft and flexible neoprene. The linked cells 
provide a large contact surface and a constant, low hydrostatic pressure on both the skin and the deeper 
tissues. This, and the low friction, allows the blood and lymphatic system in and under the skin to function 
unimpeded.

Requires no use of electric pump. This makes transfers easier and saves user and staff of unpleasant noise, 
vibration and heat.

The mattress comes with a cover made of stretchable incontinence barrier, washable at 60°c.

Including SafeSleep foot section and anchor system holding the mattress during rotation.

Pressure measurement of RotoBed® 
SafeSleep

Test person: man, height 6'3"/184 cm, 
weight 165 lbs/75 kg, BMI 22.15

ANKLE

KNEE
HIPELBOWSHOULDER

EAR

HEELLOWER BACKELBOWSHOULDEROCCIPUT
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Technical info 
Height range: ......................................12-32 in/32-82 cm

Mattress size: ...............................33.5x81 in/85×205 cm

Wood: ............................................................ Oak laminate

User weight: ....................................... max 419 lb/190 kg

Rated load: ...................................................496 lb/225 kg

Weight indications:

Headboard: ......................................................86 lb/39 kg

Footboard: ......................................................101 lb/46 kg

Top frame: ........................................................28 lb/58 kg

Bottom frame: ................................................ 49 lb/22 kg

Total weight: ................................................364 lb/165 kg

Requirements and standards:

RotoBed®Care and RotoBed®Free are CE approved  

and meet the latest European standards and requirements 

for care beds. International standard IEC 60601-2-52.

The beds withstand wash, approved according to 

standard IPX6W.

Motors and control box are developed in cooperation 

with Linak.

11cm23cm

130cm

96cm

88cm

228cm

A RotoBed® care bed can be divided into three parts,
which simplifies transportation.

30 beds can be packed in a 40 foot container.
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Accessories

Bedrail, short model
Provides good support in 
connection with 
transfers in bed.

RotoSlide
A slide sheet designed 
for people with difficulty 
turning over in bed.

RotoSlide 2way
Sliding sheet facilitating 
sideways transfers in the 
bed. Slides in two 
directions. Use in 
combination with 
RotoSlide slide sheet. 

RotoSlide 4way
Turning sheet facilitating 
transfers in all directions. 
Use in combination with 
RotoSlide slide sheet.

Sheet made of  
cotton sateen.
Set consisting of sheet for 
both main mattress and 
foot section.

Bedrail, long model
Provides good support 
when getting in and out 
of bed.

Lifting pole
Including handle with 
seat belt.To be placed in 
the bed’s build in 
holders, in either right or 
left side of the bed.

Halogen lamp          
To be placed in the bed’s 
built-in holders, in either 
right or left side of the 
bed.

RotoTurn
Sliding and turning 
system with integrated 
locking function.
Specially adapted to 
RotoBed®Care and 
RotoBed®Free.

Bedrail, long model 
made of oak laminate
Provides good support 
when getting in and out 
of bed.

RotoLift®

Elevates the RotoBed® 
care bed to vertical 
position with no physical 
exertion.
CE-marked and 
approved by the Danish 
Technological Institute.

Round table top 
Made of oak laminate, 
diameter 11.8"/30 cm. 
Height adjustable and 
swiveling.

Pillow in thermos-
elastic foam,  
width 23.6"/60 cm. 
Including pillow case. 
Attachable at backrest. 

Pillow in thermos-
elastic foam,  
width 31.5"/80 cm 
Including pillow case. 
Attachable at backrest.

Upholstery for bedrails
Short model :  
covers both bedrails.
Long model :  
covers the entire length 
of the bed. This version 
requires two short 
bedrails and one long 
bedrail. 
Material : Trevira CS 
fabric, washable at 60°c.



Contact us to learn more

RotoBed® delivers the unique turning care beds, 
RotoBed®Care and RotoBed®Free, across the world. 
RotoBed® care beds are produced in Denmark with a 
strong focus on sustainability and recyclable materials.

We value high quality and provide an exceptional level of 
after sales support.  

Westech Health Care Ltd. provides distribution 
support across Canada. For an appointment, or 
more information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

RotoBed
R o t a t e  L i fe  B e t t e r




